Higher Awareness Lifestyle
Why We Do This Work
The Interactive Simulation Program
When I began this work last year, around late August 2016, it was pushed upon me in a full-blown
activation process. Over 2016 and into this month of August 2017, I have been pulled through the different
layers of our reality and I have attempted to explain what I have seen there. Sometimes with success, and
other times only leading to more confusion.
Okay. Where to begin explaining this. Take two for clarity. Let us do it all over again, where I explain once
more the reasons for why you should do the work. I think I got it this time.

The ISP
The Inner Perception Levels
Perception Level 5 - Entrance point to the
original Human-Full Human programs
Perception Level 4 - Military Programs (Hybrids and
alien-human positive and negative programs)
Perception Level 3 – Positive and
negative Reptilian Trade Programs
Perception Level 2 – Humanoid Jurisdictions;
Clans aka bloodlines under the humanoid races

Base Program Human World Programs in
the process of becoming PL2

As 2018 goes into 2021 the upper layers of the ISP will collapse into the base program altering the inner
perception levels accordingly, which means that what we perceive as the inner truth will change as the year
unfolds the content of the perception level, and that the year after, the truth will be the next level, unfolding
this to be the inner work level. In 2021 all old belief systems and spiritual systems will have changed for the
ones doing the work. The ones that don’t, will be stuck in the old programs and perceptions of our world.
A long time ago, our reality field, aka our solar system, was created as a place where a new type of humans
was to be developed and groomed. I choose these words by choice because you - that are to do this work have to wrap your head around the idea of a highly advanced type of humans, which came from another
universe and into our solar system to engineer, construct and develop a heart field.
At the time, most of the full human civilizations had reached a peak in their consciousness progression
cycles. This is the historical part of the original program, I am here referring to and not the future outcome,
which I have talked about many times. Here, in this article, we go back in time to get the original
construction and from that, the purpose of our work. This is where you have your focus in this article; the
purpose of why you should do this work and continue, no matter what you feel of emotions and
distractions, placed there to prevent you from doing this work. So, back to history.
The full human races were the first humans from which the current humanity in our solar system descends.
The full human races were very advanced and had developed their consciousness to a point where they
controlled matter, energy and consciousness in full (hence the term full human). For them, progression was
based upon technologies created by consciousness and energy, manifested into the forms and purposes
seen as suitable for the purpose of their progression. In that sense, the invented technology had a sort of
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selfishness to it, since most of it was created to support the individual progression rate and not the system,
the full human existed in. This led to many wars between the full human races, destroying quite a lot of the
ancient full human civilizations and their technologies. That selfishness is found in current day humans, that
is the focus on our own progression and what we want to achieve in life. These ideas and inner impetus for
this, are part of the original full human races, which came to this system to undo that and learn new ways.
A group of full human races decided to join forces in this solar system. Our solar system was an old system
holding a lot of genetic potentials from many of the human races, which had developed here – a sort of
genetic library – and the group entered with the purpose to solve the issues of the wars as well as creating
a new potentiality of the full human evolutions.
The idea was to generate a heart field. The ancient full human races had developed their mind-field to
perfection, mastering universes with it, mastering the engineering of technology and the abilities to build
forms using both technology, energy and consciousness. Solar systems were engineered from joining forces
of the full human races deciding to team up and do progression together in worlds, they chose to engineer,
again by the use of consciousness technology (technology linked to the consciousness of the one that
engineered it using symbols, fields and manifestation of energy to do so). For them, universes were a
matter of engineering in a joint effort of construction and ideas.
Our solar system is no exception. In its basics it’s a construction or a program, if you like. When I call it a
program I use the current day analogies found in computer programs because that is the best way for you
to grasp the ideas of creation, I present here. However, the original programs were more advanced and
interactive based upon the use of energy and consciousness. They were spawn from the minds of ancient
races knowing how to master energy and consciousness in full. Not using mechanical technologies as we
see it in our current world. Current day technologies are built upon simplistic energy patterns called fractal
energy, where the same energetic pattern is replicated repeatedly into a Fibonacci spirals of inverted
energy, not progression but regressing, leading to crystallization, geometry and in total; evaporation as the
energies wear out in the spiral.
The original programs, or interactive progression programs, created for this system with the purpose of
developing the heart field, were based upon complex intrinsic energy patterns that could affected by
consciousness. In that, the solar system and all that is in it, were engineered to respond to the full human
consciousness.
Now, creating a solar system or a universe was a normal thing to do in ancient times and many full human
races had created different universes, leading to some pretty destructive universes as well, where other full
human races decided to play out destruction, horror and pain. In essence, the origin of the negative
universes arose because some very technological races had played out all their progression possibilities and
the advancement in progression on the positive axis, and for them it was logical to go to the other axis; the
negative possibilities and the regression this would lead to. These negative full humans decided to war
against the positive axis humans, leading to the ancient wars, called the axis wars.
Our solar system was re-engineered to mend the wounds of the axis wars by a group of full humans, under
the overseeing of the councils of positive progression universes, developing the heart field of consequence
and responsibility for all systems and the races in it, using our solar system to mend and repair the effects
of the horrid universes and the wars these led to.
The first interactive full human heart field programs were engineered and inserted into the original
construction, altering the ancient programs, which had been completed a long time ago. The full human
races that came here all had their origin in this solar system, choosing to do it all over again but this time
developing both the heart and brain fields. Different full human civilizations were seeded on the planets in
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our system, some more advanced than others, and some with more focus on the heart field than others.
Our planet was one of the worlds, where the main focus was on developing the heart field.
This led to what I call the first run through where we developed new full human races with a full
functioning brain field using energy and consciousness to create, engineer and develop worlds, as well as
the heart field, developing the oversight of the consequences of our master engineering, the use of our
consciousness and the effects our engineering, creations and manifestations would lead to, affecting
others, our planet and the solar system in total.
From the heart field, we would be able to go into all of the possible timelines, aka outcomes, of our ideas
and creations, and from that decide if what we had set out to do, actually was such a good idea. The heart
field forced us to consider, not only our own progression rate and what we wanted to unfold, but the
effects of it on others. Instead of being only focused on our own progression and what that would lead to
of wonders and abilities, mastering of energy and consciousness etc. we now began to consider what our
brilliant self-absorbed ideas would lead to. We developed an inner and outer perception of consequences,
using what was called probability rate to determine the positive or negative outcome of our inventions, all
learned and understood by the rise of the negative universes, which had taught us about the negative
progression.
Now. That was the first run through and that led to new beautiful full human civilizations and with great
success. Many races joined in, and most of the higher advanced civilizations “out there” in the higher
realms of the many worlds grew from these new full human civilizations. However, as the negative
universes regressed further, new types of races arose from these systems, called the humanoid races. As
the regression set in, in the full human races that had chosen to unfold the negative progression rate, they
reverted to their humanoid state, doing the evolution backwards and in that, activating the older cyclic
genetic compositions such as the insectoid, the avian, the reptoid and the mammal genetics. The negative
full human races turned into older forms of their evolutions, becoming humanoids again (in short – more
led to this but this will suffice for this paper).
The New Wars
Of course, this had to go wrong, which it did and new wars arose, now including the regressed humanoid
negative races and the new heart-brain field human races of the future, leading to the big timeline event,
where we all got pushed back into the first run through, scattering the original timelines and event line of
our solar system and universe. Let me explain how that happened.
At the time of the future wars between the humanoids and the new heart-brain field humans, and this is
where I change the history a bit again to accommodate my new understanding, our solar system had been
leased out to different humanoid races to do a humanoid-human evolution, as an attempt to circumvent
their regression rate. This project was called Atlantis.
For the Atlantean project different new developmental programs were developed as a joint effort between
the humanoids and the new heart-brain field human races (of the future) to assist and progress the
regressed humanoid genetics. Many of the new heart-brain field human races participated in the Atlantean
project as teachers, instructors and other forms of assistance, teaching the humanoids about the heart field
and the new heart-brain field human ways of working with energy and consciousness. All with the purpose
of helping the negative humanoid to get out of the regression path, they had got stuck on.
Now, at the time certain factions of the humanoids from the Atlantean projects, were not happy with
things as they were. Envy and the greed for power and to get to the full human potentials again, wanting a
fast track to a higher progression rate, led to some stupid discussions which in the future led to wars and
the timeline event, altering the setup of our universe from a new heart-brain field human progression cycle
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into a reversed regression cycle, reverting the original Atlantean programs (the current ISP) in the process.
And as the timeline event scattered and broke the original progression event line, Atlantis turned into
darkness affecting our entire solar system and the new projects at the time unfolding on the other planets.
The darkness of the regressed humanoid races reverted the programs on our planet too, from Atlantis to
current day and into the futures of our system. Our current humanity is a by-product of the timeline event,
and the reality we are part of, as well. The timeline event shifted the progression projects of the new heartbrain field human races into the hands of the reverted and regressed humanoid races, and with this, the
dismantling of the original programs.
Many attempts have been done to undo the timeline event and the reversal of the original programs. And
with that, the counteractions from the humanoid races, trying to keep their power and control of our solar
system.
This is where today, and the events that are unfolding in the awakening process of today, comes in.
The ISP is part of the reverted programs and those of us, who are doing the activation process, are part of
the groups of humans that either were part of the humanoid-human projects to become full human again,
or the new heart-brain field human races, which over time integrated themselves into the assisting
programs for the humanoid races (and in that got reverted too by the timeline event), or the negative full
human remaining races that want to undo the timeline event. Or, travelers from the future having come
here to assist and help the current, stuck in new heart-brain field human races.
Getting Back to Our Full Consciousness
To undo the reversal, we must play the reverted program with all that the reversal has led to. The reversal
of the original programs and humanoid projects here, has played out a thousand times. In this I mean that
from the timeline event and until current day, our solar system has gone through several loops of undoing
the reversal and from that going into the wars of the future, looping back to an even darker Atlantean
event line, determining a new future each time, going a nudge down in energy all the time, reverting the
civilizations of our solar system a little bit every time. And now, we are in the last loop and cycle that can
unfold from the sum of energy and consciousness that remains in our solar system.
As our solar system was re-engineered to house the humanoid projects, a fall safe button was put into it. A
button that would ensure that if the total sum of energy and consciousness would get to close to the
negative progression rate of the negative universes, our solar system would reset to its original setup. That
is the setup of the races that came here to do the heart-brain field developmental programs and we have
now passed the event line that leads to that resetting.
The official start point of the full resetting is 2018. That is the calculated negative progression rate deadline
and with that, the reversed program, the ISP, is beginning to break down too, leading to a collapse of the
reverted overlay pyramidical structure under the negative humanoid races. Because of that, most of them
have retracted and pulled out, giving over the scraps to us that either have chosen to do the resetting, to
work with the recreation of the original heart-brain field human evolutions, which will re-surface after the
resetting, or the humanoid-human programs under either the clans, the military or the alien-human races
(alien-human races are races under the negative full human parallel universes being here to either learn
and progress or as an attempt to survive by using our system to do so).
As the reverted ISP collapses from 2018 and until 2021, the original programs are accessible for the ones
that have developed their consciousness to be able to interact and activate through the use of their heart
and brain fields. And that is the purpose of our work.
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At the same time the resetting has begun, unfolding from 2018-2065 in steps, resetting our solar system
back to its original construction, energy and consciousness, allowing us to do the full human progression
again, IF, and only IF, we can get the reverted genetics and energies out of our holographic energy system
behind our physical form.
In this, the work for some of us is to play the reverted dismantling programs (not an easy task) to clear
them up. Those of us doing this work are mostly from the future, already having played the original
programs and in that knowing what they are supposed to look like, and as we go through the hardship of
undoing the reversal and reconstructing the original programs, others are working on the cleansing of the
humanoid genetics and the consciousness that follows with it. These groups are the ones that took part in
the original Atlantean programs to get back to their full human state again. There are many levels of work
to be done over the next 4 years for all of us, doing this work.
The main work is to get rid of the polluted and reverted energies. These energies are in us as different
forms of parasites, snakes and other entities which, in most cases, are bleed through organic forms from
other timelines where one version of us has been stuck in either stasis or mummified, kept as an energy
provider to sustain the insectoid races aka the clans, not being able to produce consciousness anymore and
in that tap into our current vessel through the old bodies, we have had, now in their possession.
Then we are to get rid of the inserted false programs of the Zetas, the negative military alien agenda
programs using AI programs and artificial entities to harvest energy and consciousness from us (alienhuman races here to create new human forms they can integrate themselves into after the resetting aka
the 2WW nazi projects), as well as the technologies from the reptilians and Greys with the purpose of
energizing their realities, parallel to ours.
The Next 4 Years
In 2018, we get the final chance to cleanse out the insectoid-clan levels, collapsing and resetting that level
of the ISP that controls our energy system behind the physical body, to the original purified and rectified
energetic state of our holographic energy system to be able to energetically carry the full human
consciousness. The current state of our energy system is based upon insectoid or frequency energies.
In 2019, we get the chance to cleanse out the reptilian programs and get free of their technologies,
following the collapse of that level of the ISP.
2018 and 2019 is the crossing point where we get our holographic energy system in check, learning to work
with that from a consciousness level as well as activating the basic levels of the heart and brain fields.
In 2020, we work our way through the military programs and false energies (and consciousness programs,
battling the AI etc) to get access to the original brain field of full human consciousness.
And in 2021, the goal is that our heart and brain fields are capable of reconnecting to the original full
human programs, to do the current bridging of the current human to the full human progression event line.
What that Implies
Now, do not mistake this to be an easy task. All of the clans, the reptilians, the negative alien-human races
and whatever are left here from the reverted timeline will do their very best to prevent you from doing this
work.
1) The insectoid races will use the inserted parasites to control your emotional state to keep up their
energy sources. Once you have got out of their main control, by your daily cleansing of the inserted, or
generated parasites from the old bodies you have had in previous incarnations or many timelines, unfolded
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into the different loops, you will have to play by their jurisdiction rules, meaning that in your house and
home, you are the master, but out in the world – as you leave your home and go out the door – you step
into the humanoid jurisdiction under the reaming races and their energetic laws. You will have to learn to
master the double sight of both seeing the human vessel, communicate with the human in front of you,
and at the same time acknowledge the energetic entity, aka clan, military or reptilian – or just plain old
negative human – that work through that human vessel. In this, you are to learn to master their two pillars
of either energetic trade or war. As you cleanse out the prohibiting parasites and get the see-sense sight
back, being able to observe, acknowledge and sense energy and humanoid consciousness, you will learn to
play by these rules because, as you grow into higher awareness, the humanoid races will “teach” you their
rules and laws the hard way; by trade or war. The goal of this interference is to harvest emotional or mental
energy from you. The insectoid races thrive of your emotional and mental energies (the two nervous
systems and energy production from the glands and the food, you take in). This is the main learning process
of 2018. When 2018 is done, you should be free of that level of the reversed program, if you have cleansed
well, and learned to administer your emotional and mental energies, resetting them to the original heart
and brain field holographic set up. All current human programs inside the base program are part of the
mind and emotional control systems, aimed at producing the sweet nectar of emotions and thought from
which the clans feed to continue their survival. Starve them out, remove the parasites and grow back into
the original human capacity by learning to administer the higher awareness lifestyle and perception of
reality as a dual system of energy and consciousness, getting out of the current “I am just a human
program”, seeing things as they truly are.
2) At the same time, all depending on your genetic compositions and original function in our system before
the reversal, you will fight and transform your energies, from the tall Grey and reptilian fractal composition
and link up to their parallel universes. Most of the reptilian technology inserted into your holographic
energy system, bridge into the physical body on either the heart or reproduction level. The reptilian and tall
Grey races live of this energy, contrary to the insectoid races that thrive of your emotional and mental
energies (the two nervous systems and cellular kinetic energy production from the glands and the food, you
take in). Many of you fighting on this level of the program, have been part of reptilian wars we had in the
middle ages (aka the draconian wars) and in that got captured, chopped up and divided among the reptilian
races under the “new Adam and Eve” programs of procreation, sustaining the reptilian crafts with energy,
egg harvesting and reproduction of reptoid-human races, of which the Nordics are one lineage, the Galactic
Federation another as well as the new Pleadian races. These reptoid-human races use the current humanity
for their survival rate and only if you complete the old Cross and dissolve the Adam and Eve cross in your
lower part (the reproduction area) as well as free your heart field can you get out of the reptilian-Grey
abuse programs. 2019 is your chance to get out of the reptilian-tall Grey control programs. Naturally you
can do that in 2018 as well, ensuring that you will not get traded to the new incoming humanoid races,
which the reptilians are negotiating with selling off their projects to these races. As a hint, the reptilian
programs are all centered on your own physical and mental tip top state. The health, fitness and wellness
industries (including all vegan, health, homeopathic etc products) are all under the reptilian agenda, making
you focus only your body, your health and the physical aspect of your progression developing the fractal
energies in your holographic energy system. The way to beat this is to develop yourself, through energy
transformation of all that you take in, unfolding the physical activities in a higher awareness heart energy
state and understand that the body is a tool to do progression, and not the main focus of your life.
3) Then you have to fight off the AI-negative military programs as well as the older 2WW inserted programs
under the Zeta Greys. These programs are linked to the brain field and the control of the brain, spine and
spinal fluids as well as the cellular levels, being harvested and controlled by artificial entities such as
metallic squids, ants, and AI other bug forms. The struggle to get out of the AI strategic programs is to
battle all conceptual and structural thinking processes and to beat the logical mind, the rational and linear
mindset, by the use of paradoxical dissonance, where you use the knowledge you have gained from all of
your timeline incarnations in this system, confusing the AI control cubes of the negative humanoid races.
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The AI cubes are unfolding the humanoid genetics that are inserted into the human energy system, and the
programs that follow from that, controlling your brain field. The paradoxical dissonance is to think in a
complex paradoxical and unpredictive manner, beating the programs to be able to dissolve the humanoid
genetics in your energy system. The other way is to develop the original human consciousness structure
based upon the heart field, and the new type of complex brain field that grew from that. The new complex
heart and brain fields are based upon the responsible progression and use the probability rate as well as
consequence calculations to all decisions made, including the consequences of giving information,
interaction with other humans, daily living, all choices as well as all actions into the most energetic
balanced and harmless state, where all actions, emotions and decisions are made in full responsibility of
the consequences on others, the planet and the system (aka the future) to optimize the progression rate of
all. The humanoid AI control cubes are programmed to do service to self, sole survival as well as own
progression rate, as the most important ways of doing this work. The best way to beat the machine is to
learn the consciousness of when to stand in your own progression, and when to sacrifice your own
progression for the greater good of the ones, you love and are surrounded by. The responsible progression
where you acknowledge that you are part of a tribe, a group of people that do the same work as you, and
in that recognize the responsibility to progress as a team, and not as an individual. This is the main focus in
2020, where you get control of your brain and heart fields, learning to make them unfold and interplay to
run the original progression programs for the humanoid genetics, altering these into the full human
potential consciousness units. For the ones of the new heart and brain field original programs, this is where
we begin to remember who and what we are.
4) Finally, you should be able to access the original progression programs in 2021, and from there do the
remaining part of the resetting under what is called the bridge zone projects. The bridge zone projects are
the energetic bridges that will be available for all races here to undergo the resetting and continue to do
the evolution here, after the resetting. There are different forms of bridges, and the one I agitate for is the
one where we bridge to the future, using the original heart-brain field programs which we used in the first
run through of this solar system. If that is not possible, then the second best is the restored humanoid
genetics restoration programs.
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